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About This Game

Command a team of 5 elite soldiers against an alien horde of 100,000. Surrounded on all sides, you must outmaneuver and
outsmart the enemy.

The enemy is closing in around you. Your soldiers are being flanked and the perimeter is slowly collapsing under a vicious alien
assault. Robotic turrets will not last much longer. Just a little more and the bugs will swarm into your unprotected base. What are

your orders?

You order your soldiers to fall back to a defensive chokepoint and rebuild your defenses. Sacrifice the forward squads to gain
some extra time. Gather your team while equipping them with flamethrowers and laser guns. Start building a siege cannon for

fire support. Then, while the aliens are busy, flank their main hives to destroy and capture them.

You have just pulled off a tactical victory - but there's no time to rest.

The aliens are constantly mutating. One moment your shotguns are ripping through the horde, the next the aliens grow hard,
bullet-proof armour. You must adapt as well. Equip your team with stealth suits, miniguns, grenade launchers - your commands

will decide the battle's outcome.

Features

Real time tactical combat
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 A lengthy campaign where you develop new weapons

 Procedural maps and random mutation system keep the game fresh

 21 Human weapons and buildings for you to wield

 33 Alien mutations to keep you on your toes

 Fight thousands of enemies at once
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Title: Infested Planet
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Rocket Bear Games
Publisher:
Rocket Bear Games
Release Date: 6 Mar, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP or later

Processor:2.2 GHz

Memory:1 GB RAM

Graphics:256MB OpenGL 2.1 Compartible

Hard Drive:300 MB HD space
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